Game Convention - Logic Grid

Four inventors from different countries launched their new games at a game convention. Which genre was the best selling?

1. The European games sold 7000 copies at all.
2. The racing game's rating was exactly 1 higher than the game which sold 3000 copies, and exactly 1 lower than the game from the USA.
3. The space game wasn't from Germany. The solitaire game wasn't the best rated one.
4. If the French game sold 2000 copies, then the German game was about economy.
5. The Canadian game sold more than the space game, but it had a lower rating.

6. Germany game wasn't the best seller, and the French game wasn't the best rated. The Canadian game didn't earn an 8.
7. Among the game from the USA and the game with an 8, one sold 2000 copies and the other was about economy.
8. If a race game was made in Germany, then it was better rated than the space game.
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